Abstract. We define spectral sequences associated with Morse decompositions of a compact metric space. We prove the existence and uniqueness of such spectral sequences for continuous dynamical systems.
Introduction
Many ideas of the Conley index theory is motivated by Morse theory. One of them is Conley's idea of studying isolated invariant sets by decomposing them into invariant subsets (Morse sets) and connecting orbits between them. This structure is called a Morse decomposition of an isolated invariant set. To study its dynamics different tools are used, such as connection matrices and graphs. In [1] , [2] , [5] , [7] - [9] the connection matrix theory is developed for both continuous and discrete dynamical systems. In [4] authors use connection graphs to investigate a variational problem.
In this paper we introduce another tool for studying the dynamics of the Morse decomposition, namely a spectral sequence of the Morse decomposition. This spectral sequence is related to a filtration of index pairs associated with the Morse decomposition and provides some information on the structure of the Morse decomposition. For example, its first differential gives an algebraic condition for the existence of connecting orbits between adjoining Morse sets.
We prove the existence and uniqueness of such spectral sequences in the case of a flow on a compact metric space. The advantage of using spectral sequences lies in the fact that they are well-known algebraic objects with many nice properties. However, we must admit that we restrict our attention to total orderings on the Morse sets, because we want to apply the classical theory of spectral sequences.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Sections 2 and 3 contain a brief exposition of Zeeman's theory of spectral sequences [11] . In Sections 4 and 5 we recall some basic facts from the Conley index theory. In Section 6 we introduce the notion of the spectral sequence of the Morse decomposition. Finally, in Section 7 our main results are stated and proved.
The general references to the Conley index theory are [3] , [6] .
Filtered differential modules
If A is a module, then a sequence {A i } n 0 of submodeles of A such that the following inclusions hold
is called a filtered module. In fact, instead of modules we may consider abelian groups, vector spaces etc. 
We have two natural filtrations associated with the filtered differential module. Namely,
Moreover, we will use the following convenient notation:
A homomorphism of filtered differential modules is any homomorphism of modules h: A → A such that h d = dh and h preserves the filtration i.e. hA i ⊂ A i . It is easy to see that filtered differential modules and their homomorphisms form a category, which will be denoted by FDM.
Spectral sequences
Now we are ready to define spectral sequences of filtered differential modules. We introduce the following notation. Let 
it also induces the homomorphism of quotient modules, which we will denote by d 
It is easily seen that the above construction actually defines a functor from the category FDM to the category of modules M which maps a filtered differential module A to the module E r and sends a homomorphism of filtered differential modules h: A −→ A to the homomorphism of modules h r : E r → E r .
Index pairs and the Conley index
Now let's recall briefly some basic definitions from the Conley index theory. Assume that X is a compact metric space and ϕ is a flow on X. Given N ⊂ X the maximal invariant set of N is defined by
A set S is an isolated invariant set if there exists a compact set N such that S = Inv(N ) ⊂ int(N ). Let S be an isolated invariant set. 
is an exit set for N 1 ; that is if given x ∈ N 1 and t 1 > 0 such that
Consequently, the Conley index of S is defined in terms of any index pair for S. For example, the homological Conley index of S is defined by
where (N 1 , N 0 ) is any index pair for S.
Morse decompositions and index filtration
Recall that given a point x ∈ X the positive omega limit set of X is given by
and the negative omega limit set is
cl(ϕ((−∞, t], x)).
We give two more definitions from the Conley index theory. Let S be an isolated invariant set.
The sets M i are called Morse sets. Moreover, we define generalized Morse sets for i ≤ j :
In particular, M jj = M j . It is easy to check that all M ji are isolated invariant sets.
Definition 5.2. An index filtration for the Morse decomposition
Let us formulate natural
Theorem 5.3. For any given Morse decomposition there exists an index filtration.
This was proved by Salamon [10] . The simplest nontrivial case of a Morse decomposition of an isolated invariant set S is one consisting of two elements
An index filtration for an attractor-repeller pair
Let ∂ denote the boundary map in a long exact homology sequence:
The importance of the boundary map ∂ is given by the following
and, in consequence, ∂ = 0.
The next result will be needed until Section 7. 
Proof. By Salamon [10, Lemma 4.7 and Theorem 4.10], for any 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 2 there exists T ji ≥ 0 such that for t ≥ T ji a flow-defined map
is a homotopy equivalence.
we get the required maps. of X is a spectral sequence for any index filtration for this Morse decomposition.
A spectral sequence for the Morse decomposition
Some information about the Morse decomposition may be studied by its spectral sequence. For example:
Proof. From the definition of the spectral sequence for the Morse decompositon {M i } n 1 , we obtain the following commutative diagram
in which vertical maps are cannonical isomorphisms. Observe that 
Existence and uniqueness
We can now formulate our main results. Proof. Repeated application of Lemma 5.5 enables us to write the following commutative diagram
where all ϕ ko are flow-defined homotopy equivalences. But N 0 = L 0 = ∅, so
where * denotes the equivalence class consisting of the empty set. Consequently, we obtain the
